School Vision
Science and Technology, Culture, Energy

The story about us~
In an atmosphere filled with rich culture, modern science and technology, we help students learn real life experiences to improve their creativity and boost their energy.
**Friendly campus**

- Create a learning wonderland with determination and cooperation.
- Pursue a golden childhood with harmony and peace.
- Welcome party for beginners
- Respect teachers
- Love without obstacle (caring environment)
- Life education
- "Wonderful Bear" counselling mailbox
- Anti-bullying Hotline: 0800-200885
- Domestic Violence Protection Hotline: 113

**School Environment—High Quality Facilities**

We provide a great diversity of recreational space and learning environment, aiming to create a space of high quality interpersonal interaction.

1. **Subject-Based Classroom**
   We integrate teachers’ professional knowledge with the teaching facility into one space in order to build a better learning environment for teaching, learning, researching and counselling.

2. **Home-Base Classroom**
   We provide personal lockers and reading corners as a recreational space for student interactions and individual reading during their breaks.

3. **Living and Learning Environment**
   We also provide an outdoor playground, rock-climbing area, student theater, open gardens, etc., to give students different recreational experience.
Curriculum Design–Multiple Learning

Besides the basic curriculum, we provide our lessons with different learning approaches to add to the diversity and fun of the lessons.

1. Moral Character and Life Curriculum
   We help students learn from daily life and cultivate their moral character.

2. Art Exhibition and Experience Curriculum
   We makes efforts to develop our student’s artistic characteristics and “Holistic Education”.

3. Clubs Curriculum
   Students can take one or multiple subjects of their choices basing on their interests. We stress on cultivating of students’ versatile abilities.

4. Newspaper and Reading Curriculum
   Let students know how to learn, how to do, what to be and how to live together.
Information

1. Location: No 48, Tong Te 11th St. Taoyuan county, 33071, Taiwan, R.O.C.
2. School Area: 21,116 square meters.
3. Numbers of classes: 66 classes (2 resources classes, included),
   Numbers of students: 1,954 students.
4. Teachers and Staff: 100 teachers and 10 staff members.
5. Date of school establishment: August 1st, 1994.
6. Campus allocation chart.

Transportation Information

Take BUS No. 151 or free BUS (BLUE LINE) and get off at the “Taoyuan County Tong An Elementary School” station.

附註：
◆由南崁交流道請往新埔八街或機場聯絡道下交流道後請往同德十一街行駛。
◆搭公車☆（公車151或免費環狀藍線 同安國小站）者步行同德11街由正門進入。